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of attainment, and finally in his over-haste and over-excite-
ment refused the last jumps.
Yes, the danger of those last fences had been obvious
from the very start.
He was not a figure standing alone, but one of a team of four :
his Emperor, Eulenburg, Holstein and Biilow. Each of the
four was an involved nature, none was straightforward,
simple, penetrating. Each was a consciously strident protest
against the " reiner Tor" The Emperor, plunging, trampling,
uncontrolled in speech — his friend Eulenburg, casuistic,
sensuous and sensitive — Holstein intriguing, pressing his
political improvisations upon the Kaiser and his chancellors
as emanations of the world spirit — and Imperial Chancellor
Billow, groping his way among the obstacles strewn in his
path, and negotiating them, at least to outward appearance,
by dint of a certain artistry in writing and in speech.
Billow had to be taken out of the team. It was difficult to
work in this company, two of whom operated with awkward
powers of hypnotism, and a third silently through the
power he exercised over the Kaiser.
One might almost regard it as a team of five, or, to change the
metaphor, as a quintette with Princess Biilow playing a by no
means negligible part. Actually she controlled the combination
while herself remain ing almost unseen and unheard, in such a
way that few outsiders were aware of the difficulties that had
to be overcome. While Prince Biilow displayed to the world
his Latinism grafted on the German stock, the Princess, the
Italian, paraded her Germanism with the typical zeal of the
convert. She had lived herself into the German soul through
German music. There have not been many German women
who have put themselves into such close touch as did this
Italian woman with the whole development of German
music during that half-century, through both study and per-
sonal relationships. It will be remembered that she had known
intimately a number of important contemporary German
musicians, as well as foreign masters whose spiritual home
was Germany. At a very early age she had been a friend of
the pianists Thausing and Sophie Menter, later with the
violinist Joseph Joachim, the Cellists David Popper and
Robert Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, with the Polish pianist

